Clarification Request

Request From: "Carl Neilson" <technicaladvisor@bacnetinternational.org>

References: 135.1.2013 7.3.2.X37.1.6

Stage: ☑ Request, ■ Listed, ■ Analysis, ■ Resolved

Actions Necessitated: ■ Checklist/Test Plan Change, ■ BTL Specified Tests Change,

■ SSPC Interpretation Required, ■ Implementation Guidelines Change,

Date of BTL-WG Response: 19-December-2019

☑ All Actions Necessitated have been Completed

Background:

Problem:

The Accumulator object's Out_Of_Service test tests the Pulse_Rate property in step 6:

6. REPEAT X = (all values meeting the functional range requirements of 7.2.1) DO {
   WRITE Pulse_Rate = X
   VERIFY Pulse_Rate = X
}

The Pulse_Rate property is optional so the test cannot be applied as written.

Question:

Should step 6 be skipped when the object does not support the Pulse_Rate property.

Response:

YES